NSA CHAPTER MEETING

Join other people who stutter, their friends, family, and speech-language pathologists to learn more about stuttering and explore new ways to cope with stuttering in a safe environment!

---

**CHAPTER:**  
**Tulsa Family Chapter**  
(kids & teens who stutter ages 7-17; family members, speech professionals)

**WHEN:**  
2nd Sunday of each month  
3:00 PM

**WHERE:**  
The University of Tulsa  
Mary K Chapman Center for Communicative Disorders  
2820 E 5th Street (Lobby or Room 4/5)  
Tulsa, OK 74104

**CONTACT:**  
Laura Wilson  
Laura-Wilson@UTulsa.edu  
(918) 631-2903

---

ATTENDEES WILL ENTER RAFFLE FOR PRIZES!

**IF YOU STUTTER, YOU’RE NOT ALONE!**

---

NATIONAL STUTTERING ASSOCIATION  
CHANGING THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WHO STUTTER